UNIT LOWERED

- No Scale

1. Top of tower rest to imaginary line.
2. 2'-6" center line of generator when lowered.
3. 118'-0" ref. to imaginary line.
4. 42'-0" ref. to imaginary line.
5. Note: when laying out a row of wind turbines, orient the pads to the direction of least wind energy. When possible, orient the lay down position and row as per shown wind data.
CONTROL CABINET PAD

- depth as per local electrical code
- pour unhardened earth around anchor bolt locations
- pad must be 1-1/2 ft wider than pad for which it is intended (if required)
- do not use rebar

WINCH PAD EXTENSION

- see item C

REVISIONS

- TRANSFORMER & BASE_PADS
- FOUNDATION

CWI TOWER FOUNDATION